Managing business energy
is simple with POD
fast, automated and paperless
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The story of POD

3. The story of POD

In 2012 Pulse recognised that to add value to their procurement service
they wanted to provide post contract management services to enhance
the customer’s experience of placing an energy contract through us.

4-7. Dashboard, Summary and
related documents

Key services to this journey were providing data
(both usage data and billing information). Also
another key was to provide budgeting information
and invoice validation services, as these were
areas we recognised customers needed
assistance with.

All your paperwork, from all your UK sites, in
one place, online. POD automatically imports all
your contract documents and invoices from your
energy suppliers

We then researched the market with a view of
licensing software to assist with this journey. We
met with leading software providers and found the
following issues time and time again:
• Tech was not cloud based;

8. Budgeting Tool

• Tech was complex and gave no customer
output or reporting;

Energy budgets created for you. POD analyses
your past usage to produce your annual energy
budget automatically

• No software provided each component in
one location;

9. Bill Validation

So we decided to set off on a bold journey to
build our own software that our customers would
engage with and would create genuine efficiencies
across finance, facilities and sustainability teams.
In 2015, we launched the POD system shown in
this presentation. We believe the system is the
only software built with an end user in mind.
This software is provided by Pulse to their
customers at no additional cost to the procurement
service. Thus staying true to our original concept
of adding value to our procurement service and
post contract journey.

• No software was designed with an end user
in mind;
• No energy buying reporting information was
available on any platform;

Automatic bill validation. POD will check your
bills against the rates in your contract and your
meter readings before validating them

10. Trading Tool
POD gives you visibility of all your energy
purchases and the position they sit in the market

11. PODemand Energy Reporting
Live usage reports direct from your meters.
POD links up with your meters, making sure
you’re in control
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Dashboard
Personalised

Notifications

POD can be customised
or white labelled with
your company logo
and name.

On the right hand side – list of
notifications to show updates
that have been made on POD
recently or to alert of incorrect
bills or expiration of Letter of
Authority.

COMPANY

Your sites
neatly organised
All sites for the company are
listed on the left hand side
along with a search bar to easily
access contract/document
details of particular meters/sites.
Multiple sites can be split up into
regions to prevent seeing long
lists of meters.

Google Map Imagery
Map of United Kingdom showing
location of utility meters across
the UK. Colour coded depending
on type of meter. These can be
clicked on to link through to the
meters.

In the footer:
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Stay in touch with your account manager

Weather widget

Ability to contact your dedicated account manager in the
footer bottom right of the screen by clicking the “Email me”
link to let them know of any queries you may have with POD
or in general.

A weather widget along with the latest news on energy so you
can manage your energy, dependent on hot and cold forecasts
(i.e turning heating off during sunny periods). The weather can also
have an impact on gas/electric wholesale prices so it’s important
to keep up to date.
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My sites / Summary tab

Related documents

In ‘My sites’ you have access to a range of powerful tools
that present data that is site specific or related to all sites
depending on what option you choose from the site menu
on the left hand side.

Related Documents

Summary tab
On the left hand side you can select and search
for specific sites where you would like the contract
information. This is split into regions to easily locate
multiple sites. Multiple user access profiles can be
created with customized access to regions /groups
as chosen by you. (1)

Depending on what site you are on, you can click
on the related documents tab, this will bring up all
energy bills which are uploaded when released
from the supplier and stored in chronological
order, saving paperwork and filing time as all are
now stored on POD.

3

Signed contracts are also located on POD.
All energy Reports (CRC/CCA/ESOS) and energy
usage reports are stored in POD. Folders are
customisable to store data suited to the site and
customer needs (3)

3

This gives you all the contract details for that
particular meter, whether it be gas, electric or water:
• Contract Details: start/end date and supplier name
• Rates you are on for that specific meter
• Site details, i.e. address and client ref
You will also see a trail of contracts with Pulse since
working with us, you have the ability to click into past
and future contracts to see the same summary
page but with old/new rates. (2)
The current supplier and tariff
information is also clearly
displayed (3)
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Budgeting Tool

Bill Validation

Budgeting Tool

Bill Validation

Choose a date range across the top depending
on your financial year(s). (1) Once this is adjusted,
you will be provided with a budget for that
duration. Using Half-Hourly data, POD generates
real time budgets.
The actual budget is shown by dark blue bars,
projected budget of months that have not passed
are shown in light blue bars. (2)
Each month the budgets will be updated as a
month passes, an actual figure will be inserted and
the bar will go dark blue.

This can be done on a site by site basis or
alternatively you can select all or several to show
budgets for whole portfolio or partial portfolio
depending on how many meters are selected.
This means budgets are kept up to date month to
month and not reconciled once year at year end.

2

The notification number next to the “bill validation”
tab represents how many validation errors there
are for this site.

Reasons for not passing bill validation are shown
on the ‘validation error’ column, You can view the
incorrect bill by clicking the ‘view’ button. (4)

The pie chart represents the amount of bills that
have been validated over the date range that is
selected by you. In the picture it’s a 12 month
date range. (3)

We believe our proprietary Budgeting Tool and Bill
Validation software is the most user friendly and
dynamic software available in the market today.
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Trading Tool

PODemand energy reporting

Full visibility of energy trades
with our Trading Tool
Trading Graph
The trading graph shows when we purchased and
how those decisions performed in the market. (1)

Forecasted and Fixed
Volumes Graph
This shows how much energy has been bought
at any given time and what is left to buy.

Market to Market Position

1

POD gives you access to PODemand
a powerful energy reporting system.
Timely and acurate
data collection
Data you can trust from the top-performing
independent data collector and integrator (1)

and analyse all your half hourly meter data through
our PODemand reports.

Powerful energy
performance reporting

From these reports you can detect and eliminate
energy waste and gain both a detailed and broad
picture of where, how much and when your
organisation is using energy - across all utilities. (2)

Change how your organisation uses energy with
our engaging multi-platform reporting tools. View

There are hundreds of reports to review and each
one is accessible on demand in POD.

This shows the purchased positions in
comparison to the market. (2)

Summary of Purchasing

1

2

2

This shows the dates and volumes
bought by us.
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For further information:

enquiries@pulsebusinessenergy.co.uk
Tel: 0333 7000 250

Are you a direct energy buyer?
Contact us to today for a free demo.

Are you an Energy Broker or Consultancy?
Would your customers benefit from POD?
Contact us to discuss licensing opportunities.

Before

After

